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PREFACE 

This manual contains the Users Guida and tha program 
documentation for tha ALICE data acquisition system. The 
ALICE Users Guide, which is contained in part 1 of the 
manual, can be read independently of the program 
documentation in part 2. 

The ALICE program is written in the interpretive language 
NODAL. Sue to the inherent slou execution speed of 
interpreted code time eonsming tasks such as non-linear 
least squares peak fitting can not be implemented. On the 
other hand the special features of the HOOAL language have 
made possible facilities in ALICE which hardly could have 
been realized by, for instance, a FORTRAN program. 

The complete system can be divided in tuo parts, i) the 
ILICE program written in KODAL, and ii) a data acquisition 
lackage which logically represents an extension of the 
5INTKAM III operating system. The system is thus portable 
to other NORD-10/100 installations provided that the 
floating hardware is 48 bits. 
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1. XXTRODUCTXOM 

M I C E is a data acquisition program system developed foe 
the HOHD-10.S computer installation at tha Oslo University 
Cyclotron Laboratory. 

Tha basic task of ALICE is tha accumulation of 
one-diaensional nuclear data «pactza together uith «orne 
on-line data reduction operations. Aaony tha special 
features implemented in the systea are 

- HELP commands for on-line user support. 
- A sequence of commands can be grouped together in a 

"coaaand program" and executed as an entity. Command 
programs can be generated and stored onto file by means 
of a built-in coaaand editor. Such a command progrem can 
be executed by a single command from the terminal. 

- Symbolic parameters can be substituted for numerical 
command parameters. The value of a symbolic parameter 
will be evaluated at execution time by the command 
processor. The value of the symbolic parameters are set 
and changed by commands. 

- Usi>rs can generate and execute their oun command 
routines written in KODAL. 

- The command processor can be set in a mode uhere command 
strings are interpreted as KODAL program statements. 

- Terminal output from the program can also be written 
onto a log file. 

- The data acquisition task is a completely independent 
task. Once a data acquisition is started. ALICE can be 
stopped and other programs can be executed. When 
restarted, ALICE resumes the execution in the same state 
as it uas when it was stopped. 

The Users Guide part of this manual gives a description of 
ALICE from a users point of view» uith u particular 
emphasis on the command syntax and the command repetoire. 
The basic concepts of the program system are presented in 
section 2. The data acquisition task is described in 
section 3, and a short description of the DICO display 
system is given in section 4. Sections 5 and 6 contain 
descriptions of the command syntax and the various 
commands. Users uho are only interested in the practical 
application of the program can skip sections 3 and t. 

The second part of the manual gives a more detailed 
description of the organization of the program system. The 
program files of ALICE are described in Appendix A. 
Documentation of the internal program structure and the 
program variables are given in Appendices B and C, 
respectively. Finally, Appendices D and E deal uith the 
real time data acquisition functions and the SINTRAN III 
data acquisition package. 
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tha ALICSS prograa cyitaa it uzittan in tha interpretive 
languaga HODAL. Tha baiic NODAL sygtaa hat baan aKpandad 
with a sat of function» uhieh control» tha r«al t'na data 
aequistion task by aeans of monitor calls to tha opazating 
systaa. Tha program zuns as an intazaotiva RT-MODAL 
program undaz tha opazating systaa SINTRAM III. Tha HODAL 
languaga and tha SIHTRAK III - NODAL systaa aza dasczibad 
in Refs. t and 2. zaspaetivaly. SINTRAK III is doeuaantad 
in Raf. 3. 

1.1 Hou to run ALICE 

The ALICE pzogzaa is executed as a . RT pzograa. Under 
SINTRAN III each terminal may be assigned an interactive 
RT NODAL, cf. Ref. 2. The intezactive Rl'-KODALs aze named 

HOD<dev> 

uheze <dev> stands for the terminal device number. Each 
RT-HODAL has its oun uorking area which contains the 
program code and the variables. The remaining free part of 
the uorking area is used by the interpreter as a stack 
area. 

In principle ALICE can be run from any terminal provided 
that the NODAL uorking area is 32K or more. (Program + 
variables T2K. maximum spectrum length T6K» stack . area 
UK.) Normally ALICE is stazted through a small NODAL 
pzograa stored under the user RT. (Default usez name foz 
files accessed from RT-pzograms is RT). This program uill 
check that the uozking area is large enough. 

Procedure to start ALICE from terminal 34. 

- Login under user RT 
- <JRT N0D3<» 
- JLOGOUT 
- N0D3>t should nou start by printing out a message. 

If not, check terminal number. 
- >RUN ALICE 

The program starts by printing out some general 
information plus the character " : " (colon) uhich 
signals that a command can be entezed. 

- :commands 

- = ZZZZ 
This command terminates the program. 

If ALICE has to be aborted, this can be done by logging in 
on anothez terminal under user RT or SYSTEM and giving the 
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oos» and 

JABOXT NOD3<t 
After a fozeed abozt oz an abozt due to a fatal prograa 
ezzoz. the data acquisition task aust be zeset. This is 
done by running the prograa 

( ALICE )CLEARU!> 

fzoa a XT NOSAL. This program uill also set the ALICE 
status to "stopped by ZZZZ". 

The pzogzaa (ALICE)CLEAHUP also contains a section uhich 
defines the hazduaze addzesses and uzites thea onto file, 
cf. pzogzaa listing. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OT k L I C I 
Conceptually, the ALICE program system may be divided into 
the following parts > 
i> A command processor which interpret» and executes 

commands entered from a terminal or read from file. 

ii) Global subroutines and program variables for spectrum 
handling and display control. 

iii> Command subroutines, which may either be part of the 
main program or file resident. The response time from 
file resident command routines is relatively slow due 
to the extra overhead fron the file system. 

iv> Assooiated real time (RT) pzogr.ams for specific 
tasks. A typical example is the plotting program fox 
the Calcomp plotter. The associated RT programs can 
be written in any language. Parameter and data 
transfer are done via files. 

v) A set of data areas, where the data is stored as 
pulse height spectra (histograms) in one dimension. 
The data areas are identified by a number, the 
spectrum number. All data areas are mass storage 
resident, and only one area can reside at a time in 
the XOOAL working area. A data area that is 
referenced by a command and which is not already in 
the working area is automatically fetched be:£ore the 
command is executed. If changes have been made on the 
workspace resident data area this area will be 
written back onto mass storage before a new one is 
fetched. From a user's point of view the data area 
handling is completely transparent. 

Each data area consists of three items; a spectrum data 
array, a spectrum information array, and an energy 
calibration array. Hence each spectrum may for instance 
have its own energy calibration. 

1) Spectrum data array. 
NODAL single or double precisian integer array. 
Single and double precision integers are represented 
by 16 and 32 bits, respectively. Hence the range of a 
single precision integer is limited to between -32768 
and +32767 counts. 
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2) SpectxuB information atxay. 
NODAL integer axxay. 
Containa speotsue, paxaaatexs (length, pxeciaion. 
display paxametexa, eto.> 

3) Energy calibration coefficient». 
KODAL floating array. 
Contains coefficients fox the expression 
E(keV) • DE(1)+DE(z)*X+DE(3)*X**z. where X denotes 
the channel number and DE(i) axe the elements of the 
energy calibxation axxay. 

The length and precision of the speetru» axrays are set by 
command. At program start-up the initial data - axea 
configuration uill be taRen from the previous run. 
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THE DATA ACBUISITIOX TASK 

The accumulation of data requires the us* of the interrupt 
system of HOKD-10 and allocation of memory space for data 
storage. This task is carried oui by routines that have 
been added tp the operating systei SINTAAH III. These 
routines are activated by monitor calls or external 
interrupts! of. Appendix E. The data acquisition is 
controlled fro» the NODAL level by eeans of the data 
acquisition functions thai: are described in Appendix D. 

In older to understand the basic principles of the data 
acquisition task a feu uords must be said about the memory 
management system of the HORD-10 computer. The memory 
management system organises the memory in "pages", each 
page is 1 K uords a 2 K bytes. The system enables programs 
to execute in a 61 K uord logical memory address space, 
even if the available physical memory is less than the 
size of the program. The operating system uill move 
"pages" to and from the disc when required. On the other 
hand, the maximum size of a program is (usually) limited 
to 61 K uords, even if NORD-10 can accommodate up to 256 K 
uords of memory. 

3. 1 Software 

The KODAL uorking area constitutes a contigous logical 
address space, but physically it may be scattered around 
in the memory. Furthermore, the uorking area is dynamic in 
the sense that program variables may be created and erased 
at uill, and the variables can therefore not be assigned 
fixed addresses in the area. (NODAL organizes the 
variables in a list structure. Uhen a variable is erased 
the corresponding element is removed from the list). 

Data from the ADCs are transferred via interfaces in CAMAC 
to NORD-10 in Direct Memory Access (DMA) mode, cf. section 
3.2. Dati transfer in DMA mode must go to a fixed buffer 
area in physical memory. Hence the data acquisition task 
must copy the data from this buffer area to the different 
spectrum areas of ALICE. Another problem arises from the 
fact that the MODAL uorking area can only contain one 
spectrum area at a time (cf. section 2), and as explaned 
above, this spectrum area uill not be assigned a fixed 
address space. 
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Zn brief, the date acquisition task has been implemented 
in the following way. 
Poz each spaotzua which ia connected to an ADC. an "image" 
of that speotru» is created in a ooaaon data acquisition 
azea. (Also called ADC data segment in Appendices D and 
E). This common azea does not belong to the NODAL addzecs 
space, and can thezefoze be made as big as 61 K uozds. The 
common azea is locked in memozy as long as the data 
acquisition task is active. The length of the azea is 
fixed, and may be lass oz gzeatez than the totalled length 
of the spectza defined by ALICE. Obviously. if the data 
acquisition azea is less than the accumulated length of 
the spectrum azzays not all spactza can be connected to an 
ADC. 

The length of the data acquisition azea is pzinted out 
during the initialisation of ALICE. By means of aonitoz 
calls the content of an "image" spectrum can be copied 
into an ALICE spectrum azzay and vice versa uhenevez 
required. 
This structure gives complete freedom for concurrent data 
acquisition and spectrum analysis. The spectra which are 
not connected to an ADC can be used for the analysis of 
previously recorded data. In fact. the data acquisition 
task is completely autonomous, and can run independently 
of ALICE provided that the data acquisition area is not 
affected. This featuze is utilized by the PAUSE command, 
cf. section 6. 

3.2 Hardware 

The data acquisition hardware is connected to the computer 
via CAMAC, using the dedicated NORD-10 CAMAC Crate 
Controller. 

The ADCs are interfaced by a specially developed input 
register, the ADC-CAHAC Interface. This single width CAMAC 
module is a general purpose unit for interfacing of 
Analog-Digital-Converters to CAMAC. The module uses the 
DMA and AFC facilities (link bus) of the NORD-10 Crate 
Controller. The module is documented in Ref. M. 

The maximum data rate is usually limited by the conversion 
time of the ADC. For fast ADCs the mean conversion time is 
typically around 10 microseonds. The time used for 
transferring a dataword from an ADC to the memory buffer 
in HORD-10 is 2-3 microseonds. However, an overhead of 
approximately 200 microseconds is added whenever the a 
buffer is x:'i';. and the data stream is switched to another 
buffer. 
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Tha data aoquiaition through tha ADC-CAItAC intarfaoa» ia 
oontxollad by tha Inhibit signal on tha CAHAC datauay. An 
axtaxnal gata aignal dazivad fro» tha currant integrator 
unit is oonnaotad to tha Czata Controller Inhibit input. 
This signal synohzoniaas tha stazt and atop of data 
aequiaition in tha ecata. 

Aa tha data aequiaition start/atop ia also controlled by 
pzograa eoaaandat tha follouing proeaduza auat ba uaad if 
a synehzonous atazt/atop ia required. 

At «tart' 

1) Pzogzaa eoaaand START.<ADC I1>,<apeetzua #1> 
START,<ADC fz>,<spactzua #2> 

2) Cuzzant integrator ON 

At stop: 
3) Currant integzatoz OFF 
»} Pzogzaa command STOP I,<».BC no> I 
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THE DICO DISPlftX SYSTEM 

Tha DICO display systaa is a CAHAC based systea uhieh 
pzoduoas charaetar and graphic inforaation on a standard 
TV monitor. Tha lystan and tha basio softwara hava baan 
davalopad at CEAH, Raf. 5. 

Tha systen consists of two CAHAC aodulaa. Tha DICO 
(Display controller) nodula contains a aiiczopzooassoz with 
a pzogzaa aaaory and contzol logic. Tha DICO pzocassoz is 
pzogzaaaed to acoapt sinple display instructions fro» a 
host computer. Fzoa such instzuetions DICO uill ganazata a 
sequence of display coordinates which aza stozed in the 
second CAHAC nodule; the video picture aeaozy. A high 
zesolution picture aeaozy contains 768 by 576 picture 
elements along the x-axis and y-axis, zespectively. 

Onder the operating systea SINTRAN III the DICO synteas 
are accessed as peripheral files. On the Cyclotron 
laboratory installation the filenanas aza Dice - < and 
DICO-2. For further docuaentation see Ref. 5. 

The DICO systen is fairly slow. The tine used to display a 
512 channel spectrun is 2-3 seconds. Ezase can either be 
full sczeen or selective. In the lattez node the 
infornation to be erased is redisplayed with inverted 
intensity setting. Hence the systen is less suited for 
"live" display. 
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5. THE COntlAHDS OT ALICE 

All actions by ALICE axe initiated by commands. A command 
consists of a command name followed by a pazametez list if 
required. Commands can be entered from a terminal or read 
from a command program on file 

For terminal commands, i.e. commands executed immediately 
after being typed in from a terminal, the normal line 
editing facilities of HODAL can be used. (These are 
similiar to the edit functions of SIHTRAN). For example, 
pressing (CTRL)D will repeat the last command, (CTRL)A 
will delete (backspace) one character, and (CTRL)C uill 
cancel all that have been typed in. 

Command execution can be aborted from the terminal by 
means of the "BREAK** character. This fe-atuxe is useful for 
instance uhen one uants to terminate the execution of a 
command loop or a command program. 

The sections S.S to 5.6 can be skipped if only a basic 
knowledge of the command syntax is uanted. 

S. 1 Command Syntax 

Uhen ALICE is ready to accept a command it prints ":" 
(colon) on the terminal. The typed-in command string, 
uhich may contain several commands delimited by *:**, must 
be terminated by RETURN. 
The name and parameters in a command string must be 
separated either by n , n (comma) or space. For some 
commands certain parameters uill take default values if 
they are omitted from the command. 

Command names can be abbreviated by giving sufficient 
characters to distinguish them from other names. The 
minimum abbreviation is determined by the command 
processor, hence the introduction of neu commands may 
change the permissible abbreviation of existing ones. The 
HELP command gives a list of the command names and their 
abbreviations. 

A feu examples of command strings are shoun belou. The 
first character ": " is printed by the command processor. 
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•DISfLAt.l - Display spectrum 1. 

•IKTE 1'IHTE 2 - Integrate spectrum 1, 
- Integrate spectrum 2. 

For repetetive execution of a command sequence the 
sequence can be enclosed by a 

LBEO.<n>> = LEHD pair. 

The parameter <n> stands for the number of executions of 
the sequence. Command loops can not be nested. (See 
however section S.3). 

• ZERO. 1'START. 1, 1:LBEG,5:LIST. 1 , 5 1 2 , StO.i LEND > STOP 

- Zero spectrum 1 
- Start data accumulation from ADC 1 
- Begin loop of S sequences 
- List content of channels 512 to 510 
- Terminate loop sequence 
- Stop data accumulation. 

5.2 Display Oriented Commends 

The display system plays a central role in the interaction 
betueen a user and the operations carried out by ALICE. 
The concept of the "current spectrum" establishes a link 
betueen the user and a uorking spectrum. The "current 
spectrum" is always the displayed spectrum, and if several 
spectra are displayed simultaneously. the first one as 
counted from the bottom of the screen. Display oriented 
commands such as setting of scale factor, markers, etc. 
use the "current spectrum" as default operand. 
Furthermore, some commands as LIST. ZERO. READ. URITE etc. 
operate on this spectrum if the command is given without 
spectrum number argument, cf. Sect. 6. 
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S.3 Bnaund Program» 

The «xaoution of tedious o o m n d sequence* can be 
simplified by using a facility that rassemblas the MODE 
command of SIHTRAH III. 

A command sequence, hereafter called a command program, 
can be stored onto file and executed by means of the MODE 
command. A command program can consist of any number of 
lines» and it can contain almost all command» that are 
alloued in a normal terminal command. (The feu exceptions 
are obvious; for example MODE is not permitted inside a 
command program). A command program can be edited; that 
is. lines can be changed, deleted and added, by means of a 
simple command editor. The use of this editor, which is 
itself entered by a command. USED, is self-explanatory. 

A command program can be stored on any file of type 'HOD. 
The default user name is RT. If the filename is omitted a 
default file is used. 

A command program can contain a LBEG...LEKD sequence, even 
if it is entered from inside a loop in the terminal 
command. 

. Assume that the following command sequence has been 
created by means of MCED and written on the default 
command program file. 

ZERO,2 
START,1,2 
LBEG 10 
DISPLAY,2 r INTEGRATE,2 
LEND 
STOP 

This program can be executed by the command 

MODE 

The following terminal command uill execute the same 
command program four times 

LBEG, •>: MODE :LEHD 
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5.4 Symbolic Command Par«matar• 

A symbolic argument can ba substituted for any numerical 
parameter in a command string. Three symbolic arguments 
have been implemented» they are denoted A1> A2 and A3. 

The value assigned to a symbolic argument is set and 
changed by the commands ARGSET and ARGCKANGE. 

'ARGSET,1,3 X A1>«3 
:ARGCHAHGE,2,-1 X A2:>A2-1 

=ARGCHANGE,A1,0.25 X A(A1)>«AtA1> + 0.25 

As an example» after ARGSET.1.3 the command 

LIST,A1,500.GOO 

is equivalent to 

LIST,3,500.600 

Initially the value of the symbolic arguments are zero. 

The symbolic command parameters are very useful in command 
.programs. As a simple example, assume that the spectra on 
magtape files 5 - 3 4 are to be integrated from channel 420 
to 480. A mode file for this JoL will look like 

FFILE,nT1,35 
ARGSET,1,5 
LBEG.30 
READ.Mil,A1,1 
IHTEGRATE,1,420,480 
ASGCHAKGE,1,1 
LEND 

5.5 Execution a± HPPÅL. Program Statements 

The command processor of ALICE can be set in a mode uhere 
it interpretes a command string as NODAL program 
statement(s). Ho syntax check is performed on the string 
prior to its execution, NODAL errors uill, however, be 
reported in the normal uay and control uill be returned to 
the command processor. The command processor is set in 
NODAL mode by means of the command NODON. Return to normal 
command mode is done by NODOF. 
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A KODAL command statement may not contain the delimiter 

Th* NODAL command mode is useful for quick evaluation of 
arithmetic expressions. It is also extreaely pouerful fot 
program debugging since all program variables can be 
accessed. 

HODON - Set in KODAL mode 
TYPE SIH(37.5*PIE/180) - Evaluate sin(37.5) 
TYPE ! («00/4.23 - Evaluate expression 
KODOF - Return to normal command mode 

The same sequence can also be given in one command string. 
Note that the individual KODAL commands must then be 
delimited by ";" (semi-colon). 

'NODON-TYPE SIN( 37 . 5*PIE/'180 ) 8 TYPE ! 1800/1. 23 ' HODOF 

Care should be exercised uhen executing KODAL statements 
that sets the value of a variable» such as "p." in 
SET 2=LOG(20). Firstly, neu variables that uill be created 
uill occupy space in the uorking area, and secondly, if a 
variable of that name is already defined and used by the 
program -̂ he whole system may be destructively affected. 
Hence. if variables must be created the sane rule uhich 
apply for ENTER commands must be followed, that is, the 
name of a variable must start uith the letter "s". No 
program variables have names starting uith this letter. 
Such variables should be erased after use. i.e. by 

ERASE 01 22 P.X 

if these variables have been created. 
Warning! 
A KODAL command statement must not contain the END 
command. 

5.6 User Defined NODAL Command Programs 

This feature enables the user to implement her (his) oun 
commands. In ALICE, the NODAL line numbers 90.01 to 94.99 
are allocated for user defined command routines. 
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For each user defined command the associated NODAL program 
must be uritten off-line and stored on a file by means of 
the SAVE command. The program module is executed by means 
of the command 

EXTER,<filcname>,<parameter list>v 

Further details are given in Sect. 6.2. } 

It should be emphasized that a good knowledge\o£ both the 
NODAL system and the internal structure of\ ALICE is 
essential for implementation of user defined command 
programs. 
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DESCtlPTIOH Of THE COMHAHDS 

In the pxaoading sections, several exaaples of command» 
have bean given without further description. This section 
contains a documentation of all implemented eoaaands. 

For coaaands that can be given with aora than one set of 
parameters> this option is indicated by writing the 
optional paraaetars inside square brackets [ 1. Missing 
paraaetezs are replaced by default values that uill be 
defined in each case in the following. 

As an example the command LIST uill list the content of a 
spectrua or part of a spectrum. The notation 

LIST I-n I,i, jll 

stands fori 

LIST : "current spectrum" froa Low to High Barker 
LIST.n : spectrum <n> from first to last channel 
LIST.n.i.j : spectrum <n> from channel <i> to channel <j> 

Angle brackets < > surround symbols for which the user 
must substitute a specific value, i.e. either a number or 
a string. (In fact» ALICE evaluates a parameter such that 
for instance the expression "2*5" can be given inst id of 
the number "10". but the use of this feature is not 
encouraged). 

In most cases the meaning of the command parameters should 
be obvious. The channels of a spectrum are numbered from 
zero. Hence for a 2018 chs. spectrum the numbering goes 
from 0 (zero) to 2047. The syntax of a file name denoted 
by <filename> is that of the SIKTRAN III file system. Hote 
that the default user name for files accessed from RT 
program is user RT. Hence if a file belongs to another 
user the user name must be included in the <filename>. for 
instance (IHGEBRETSEN)FUHM. The default file type is -HOD 
for command programs and :SYMB for READ/WRITE operations 
on directory files. 
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6. 1 Service Command» 

HELP l.<command name abtarev>) 

HELP uithout pazaaetftr uill print • description of all 
implemented commands in alphabetic order. 

HELP,<command name abbrev> uill list all commands that 
satisfies the abbreviation. 

STATUS 

List the current status of ALICE. The status include date 
and tine, name of experiment, value of symbolic command 
parameters, reserved file units, spectrum configuration, 
and data acquisition status. 
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6.2 command Processor, Control 

HODON 

Set the command processor in KODAL mode. After this 
command has been given all command strings are executed as 
NODAL program statements). A command stzing may contain 
multiple statements delimited by semi-colons. However, no 
KODAL line numbering is permitted. Keithez can a NODAL 
command string contain the character ": M. 

NODOF 

Reset the command processor to normal command mode. 

LBEG,<n> 

•Define beginning of repetetive command sequence. The 
following commands up to LEND will be executed <n> times. 
Command loops can not be nested. Houever* a command 
program that itself contains a loop can be called from 
inside a loop in a terminal command. 

LEND 

Terminate repetetive command sequence. 

M8ED 

Enter MODE quick editor. By means of this editor a command 
program can be generated and edited. The use of M£ED is 
selfexplanatory. The call of MfiED is not permitted inside 
a command program. 
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MODE I ,<filenaae>l l,<ooaa»nd print> 1 

Execute coaaand program stored on fila. If <filenaae> is 
omitted the default ooaaand program file is used. 
Otherwise. <filenaaa> may be any file of type >NOD. If 
<ooaaand print> is non-zero each command will be printed 
before execution, if <oommand print> is aero or the 
parameter is oaitted the printout will be suppressed. 
A command program is stored as elements of a KODAL string 
array. 

MODE is not permitted within a uummand program. 

MODE ' execute command program on default file 
M0DE..1 : execute same program with command printout 
MODE,ANGLE : execute command program on file (HTJANGLE 
MODE»ANSLE.1 : execute with printout of each command 

ENTER.<filename> I,<parameter list>] 

Execute user command stored on the file <filename>. The 
<p&£ameter list> may contain up to 5 parameters, separated 
by comma or space. 

The following rules apply for user defined NODAL command 
programs. 

i) The program must be contained within the line numbers 
90.01 - 91.99. 

ii) The program module is entered as a subroutine in the 
first line of group 90. i.e. DO 90. 

iii) The program module is entered uith the parameters 
stored in the global variables ARGC10) to ARGM6). 
ARG(IO) is equal to the number of parameters, 
including <filename>. ARGM1) to ARGC16) will contain 
the evaluated parameter values, and the string array 
S.ARG will contain the same parameters in string 
representation. If a parameter can not be evaluated 
as an expression. -9999 is stored in the 
corresponding ARG. Since <filename> is always the 
first parameter the value of ARGC11) will become 
-9999. 
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iv) Return to the eonitand processor i» done explicitly by 
RETURN oz implicitly uhen the last line of group 90 
hms been executed. If e fatal error has been 
detected, for instance in the parameter list, the 
global error flag EF must be set to 1 before return. 

v) The name of temporary variables must start uith the 
character "8". No ALICE variables have names starting 
uith this character. It is strongly recommended that 
temporary variables are erased after use. The author 
of the program has the full responsibility for that 
ALICE program variables are not destructively 
affected. 

vi) The program must not contain the NODAL command END. 

vii) Execution of the program uill be terminated and 
control returned to the command processor if a syntax 
error is detected. 

ENTER, (INGEBR)FWHM.<4 35,0.2187 
ARG(10) = 3 
SRG(t1) = -9999 S .ARGC1) = "(INGEBR)FUHM' 
ARGC12) = 135 S .ARGC2) = "435" 
ARGC13) = 0.2187 S .ARGC3) = "0.2187" 

Exit from ALICE in pause mode. All information is 
retained such that ALICE can be restarted in the same 
state as it was before the command. Reserved I/O devices 
and files are released, but they uill be automatically 
re-reserved at restart. A started data acquisition will 
continue. 

Terminate the run and exit from ALICE. All resources uill 
be released. 
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6 . 3 a » e l i g « t i » n C U M I I I J I 

DEFIHe,<spaatrum no>.<langth>,<preoision> 

Define spectrua <speotrua no> with length <langth> and 
precision <preeision>. The channels of the spectrum are 
nuabered froa 0 (aero) to <l«ngth>-1p and the precision 
parameter <p> is 1 and 2 for single and double integer 
precision, respectively. The value of <length> aust be 
1021), 2018. 4096 or 6192. 

The total nuaber of spectra and the aaxiaua spactruu size 
are displayed by the STATUS command. A speotrua oan not be 
redefined during data accumulation. 

DEFIHE.2.4096,2 
Define spectrum 2 to be 4096 channels in double precision. 

EXPNAME, experiment naae> 

Define the name of the experiment. If defined» the string 
<experiaent name> will be uritten onto all output files 
under the keyword !NAME3, cf. Ref. 6. 

EXPHAME without parameter uill clear the name. 

EXPNAME,72Ge<alpha,p) - FIVPOT/JH - define name 
EXPNAME - clear name 

ARGSET,<argno>,<value> 

Assign <value> to symbolic command argument A<argno>. 
ARGSET,1,2 - A1:=2 

ARGCHAHGE,<argno>,<amount> 

Change current value of A<argno> by <amount>. 
ARGCHAKGE,1,-1 - A 1 = = A 1- 1 
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1 D i s p l a y C a m n i l i 

These commands can be divided into three classes: 
i) the DISPLAY command which selects the spectrum (or 

spectra) to be displayed 
ii) commands that changes the layout on the screen, and 

iii) display system allocation commands. 
Note the non-standard syntax of the CHAHHELS command. 

DISPLAY t,<list>l 

Select spectra for displny, <list> stands for any sequence 
of spectrum numbers. The maximum length, of <lict> is the 
total number of spectra. If <list> is empty the current 
display is refreshed. Note that the first spectrum number 
in the <list> also defines the "current spectrum". 

DISPLAY 
DISPLAY.2 
DISPLAY,1,2,3,1 

refresh current display 
display spectrum 2 
display spectra 1,2, 3 and 1. 

CHANNELS I,<eh1>,<ch2> 1 [,<spectrum no>] 

Set channel limits of current spectrum" or <spectrum no>. 
Default is "current spectrum". The command has no effect 
if <spectrum no> is not on display. Note that if more than 
512 channels is displayed an averaging procedure is used. 
For instance, if 1024 channels are selected, only every 
second one is actually displayed uith a value which is the 
average of tuo neighbouring channels. This averaging 
procedure may distort the spectrum someuhat, particularly 
in regions uith poor statistics. 

CHANNELS 
CHANNELS,500,1500 
CHANNELS,,1200 
CHANNELS,400,, 
CHANNELS,100,700,3 

display complete "current spectrum" 
chs. 500 to 1500 
set new high limit to ch. 1200 
set new low limit to ch. 400 
chs. 100 to 700 of spectrum 3 
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MLOU,<ehannel> 

Set Lou aarkez in "current tpeotrum" in channel nuaber 
<channel>. A Barker is displayed ai a vertical bar. and 
the two Barkers in e speetrua are referred to aa the lou 
and High Barker. By definition, the Lou Barker ii aluays 
the one with the loueat channel nuaber. 

MHIGH.<channel> 

Set High Barker in current ipectrua in channel nuaber 
<channel>. 

SCALE.<scale factor> !.<spectrua no>1 

Set full scale factor for "current spectrum" or 
<spectrum no>. default is "current". The scaling is 
linear. 
SCALE,500 : set full scale to 500 
SCALE,2000.2 = set full scale to 2000 for spectrum 2 

Display "current spectrum" in channel representation, i.e. 
channel content versus channel number. This is the default 
display mode. 

Display "current spectrum" in energy representation, i.e. 
channel content versus KeV. Kote that the parameters for 
CHANHEL and Marker commands are given in channel numbers 
irrespective of the display mode. The CALCHANHEL command 
uill move the Lou marker to the channel uhich corresponds 
to a specified energy. 
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D5-0H t.<display id>I 

Connect display output to <display ld>. <display id> aay 
be DICO-1 ox DICO-2. The default value of <display id> is 
defined in the pxogxaa, and is used at start-up. 

DS-OFF 

Disconnect and release current <display id>. The display 
systee nay nou be used by other programs. 
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6.5 Soectrua Handling 

For the ooaaands INTEGRATE, LIST and ZERO the spectrua 
nuaber and the first (<eht>) and last (<oh2>) channels 
affaoted by the operation are either given in the eoaaand 
or takes on default values froa the nuaber of the "oii'itnt 
spectrua" and the channel position of the Lou and High 
display Barkers, respectively. 
The ARITHMETIC eoaaand always operates on coaplete 
spectra. 

INTEGRATE l,<spectrum no> I,<ch1>.<ch2> ] ] 

Integrate spectrua and print result on terainal. 
i) "current spectrua" from Lou to High display Barker 

ii) <spectrua no> fro» first to last channel 
iii) <spectrua no> from channel <ch1> to channel <ch2> 
After a background fit an INTEGRATE conmand uxll give both 
the total and background corrected counts. 

XNTEGR,1,200,300 - Integrate spectrum 1 betueen chs. 200 
and 300, both inclusive. 

INTEGR.2 - Integrate spectrum 2. 
INTEGR - Integrate "current spectrua" betueen 

display markers. 

LIST I,<spectrum no> I,<eh1>,<ch2> I ] 

List spectrum on terminal. 
i) "current spectrum" from Lou to High display marker 

ii) <spectrun no> from first to last channel 
ill) <spectrum no> from channel <ch1> to channel <ch2> 

ZERO (,<spectrua no> t.<ch1>,<ch2> ] I 

Zero content of spectrum. 
i) "current spectrum" from Lou to High display narker 

ii) <spectrum no> from first to last channel 
iii) <spectrua no> from channel <ch1> to channel <ch2> 
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It is not possible to aero • spectrum that ii being 
accumulated. 

ARITHMETIC,<dest. spectrum>,<operand 1>><op>,<op*zand 2> 

Perform arithmetic operations on a spectrum oc between two 
spectra» store result in <dest. spectzum>. 

The following operation! have been iapleaented 

<op> • + (pluss) 
<operand 1> and <opezand 2> denote souzoa spactza 
<dest. spectzum>:*<opezand 1> + <opezand 2> 
<op> » - (minus) 
<opezand 1> and <opezand Z> denote souzce spectra 
<dest. spectzura>:-<opezand 1> - <opezand 2> 

<op> = * (multiply) 
<opezand 1> denotes souzce spectzum 
<opezand 2> denotes multiplication factor 
<dest. spectrum>:=<operand 1> * <opezand 2> 

<op> = < (compress) 
<opezand 1> denotes souzce spectzum 
<opezand 2> denotes compression factor 
<dest. spectrum>:=<operand 1> < <operand 2> 

The length and precision destination spectrum 
cozzesponds to the maximum va the souzce spectra. 
The command may therefoze .ne the layout of the 
destination spectrum. 
DUG to memory space limitations the azithmetic operations 
are carried out by an associated RI program, which 
exchanges data uith ALICE via files. Hence the execution 
time is of the order of 10 seconds. 

ARITHMETIC,1,2.+.3 : spectr.1:=speetz.2+speetz.3 
ARITHMETIC,1.1.-,2 i spectr.1:=spectz.1-spectz.2 
ARITHMETIC, 2, 2,*, 0.187 i spectr . 2 : =0 .1.87*spectz . 2 
ARITHMETIC. 3, 2 ,<, 2 : spectr . 3 •• =spectz . 2 compressed 2 
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6 JUi» AogulliUon 

The ADCs axe numbered 1, 2. ... < ef. STATUS eoaaand. The 
necessary hardware initialisation are done by ALICE during 
start-up. 

The start and stop of data acquisition is synchronised by 
a master gate signal froa the current integrator control. 
The start-stop procedure is described in section 3.2. 

START,<ADC no>,<spectrum no> 

Start data accumulation from ADC to spectrum 
<spectrum no>. The initial content of the spectrum array 
is copied to the "image" in the data acquisition area (cf. 
section 3.1) before the accumulation is started. Each tine 
the spectrum is referenced by a command the content of the 
"image" is copied to the spectrum array. 

Kote that it is not possible to ZESO a spectrum uhich is 
being accumulated. 

STOP [,<ADC no>) 

Stop data acquisition from all connected ADCs or from ADC 
<ADC no>, default is all. 
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6.7 I n n a * Calibiatlan 

Energy calibration can be established for each of the 
defined spectra. The energy is calculated froa the 
expression 

E(keV) * aO + a1*X + a2*X**2 

where X stands for the channel nuaber. 
The coefficients aO» al and a2 can either be determined 
from a fit to defined calibration points» or typed in 
directly. The coefficients are stored as part of the 
spectrum data area» cf. section 2. 

Note that the CAIINPUT command can have zero, one or tuo 
parameters. 

CALXNPUT.-1 

Delete all defined calibration points. Zt is not possible 
to delete individual points. 

CALINPUT,<channel>,<keV> 

Define another calibration point. A maximum of 10 
calibration points can be entered. 

CALINPUT 

List currently defined calibration points. 

CALFIT»<spectrum no> 

Determine the calibration coefficients from a least 
squares fit to the calibration points» and transfer the 
coefficients to spectrum <spectrum no>. 
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A coaaand sequence for establishing an energy calibration 
froa typed-in calibration points uill typically be: 

CALIMPUT.-1 X delete previous points 
CALINPUT.123.5,667 X point 1 
CALINPUT,71<4, 1172 X point 2 
CALINPUT.4M6.3,1332 X point 3 

CALFIT.2 X determine coefficients and 
X transfer to spectrum 2 

After this sequence more calibration points can be entered 
and the fit repeated. 

CALCOF.FF,<spectrua no>.<a0>,<»1>,<»2> 

Input calibration coefficients directly to spectrum 
<speetrum no>. 

CALPRIHT><spectrum no> 

Print the calibration coefficients for spectrum 
<spectrua no>. 

CALEKER6Y.<ehannel> 

Calculate energy in keV for channel number <channel> in 
"current spectrum". 

CALCHAHHEL,<keV> 

Calculate channel for energy <KeV> in "current spectrum". 
If the channel is uithin the displayed part of the 
spectrum the channel is identified by the Lou marker. 
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6.« Background £ii 
A linear background under peaks in the "current spectrum" 
can be determined from a least squares fit to the spectrum 
data. 

I I . 
.1 I. . .1 . . I 

I I. 

In this figure the marker pairs 1-2 and 3-4 denote the 
outer and the inner limits of the fit. respectively. These 
limits are defined by means of the display markers» cf. 
description belou. The fit is inclusive the marker 
channels, except in cases uheze an inner and an outer 
marker coincides, i.e. if 1 = 3 or t = 2. 
The procedure for a background fit is as follows. Firstly, 
plice display markers in outer limits and give the command 
BLIMITS. Then move the markers to the inner limits and 
give the command BFIT. The fitted background is displayed. 
Subsequent SCALE and CHANNELS commands uill regenerate the 
background. It is erased by a DISPLAY command. 
After a background fit an INTEGRATE command uill give both 
the total and background corrected counts. 
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«UMTS 

Define outer Halts fox background fit as the current 
positions of the display Barkers. The length of the 
background axe can not exceed 500 channels. 

Fit a linear background in "current spcctrua". Pziox to 
this command the outer limits oust have been defined by 
the BLIMIT command. The chi-square of the fit is printed, 
and the background is displayed. 
A fitted background is erased by the first DISPLAY 
command. 
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6.9 file Input/Output 

Spectrum data axe written onto file in the Kordio Standard 
roraat for ipectru» files» cf. Ref. 6. Although this 
standard pertains only to 9-traok «agnatic tape with 
recording density 800 oz 1600 BPI. the standard is adopted 
as a general foraat for all file input/by ALICE. 

Normally spectrum data are read/written froa/to sequential 
files on magnetic tape oz floppy disc. The total amount of 
data that can be stored on a floppy disc corresponds to 
approximately eight 8K spectra, the actual limit depends 
on the content of the spectra. 

It is also possible to read/ 
i.e. files on disc or flopp 
user. In this case the file 
RT or to a "friend" of RT. 
by inserting the character * 
belou. (A floppy disc may ei 
as a sequential device. In b 
formatted before use, bu 
directory name and user name 
space given to the user.) 

write from/to directory files, 
y disc belonging to a specific 
must either belong to the user 
A directory file is identified 
before the file name, see 

ther be used as a directory or 
oth cases the disc must be 
t as a file directory the 

must be created and file 

.The actual device/file to be used is specified by the 
parameter <file id>, cf. the following description of the 
commands FFILE, READ and WRITE. 

Magnetic tape 
Floppy disc 
Directory file 

<file id> = MT1 and MT2 
<file id> a FL 
<file id> = *<file naae> 

The parameter 
file name. 

<file name> stands for a full SIHTRAN III 

Spectrum data can only be read/uritten from/to sequential 
files on magnetic tape or floppy disc after the 
first free file number has been declared by the FFILE 
command. Writing always takes place to the 
first free file, and the parameter is incremented by one 
after the operation. For reading, the file number must be 
explicitly given in the command. File numbers are counted 
from 0 (zero). The current values of the first free file 
numbers are shown by the STATUS command. 

The magnetic tape and floppy disc units are automatically 
reserved by the first READ/WRITE command. Reserved devices 
are released uhen the program terminates, or by means of 
the FFILE command. 
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Tha recording density on magnetic tap* is selected by tha 
"1600" push button on tha tapa station. 

FFHE,<file id>.<first fraa file> 

Daolaxa tha valua of tha first free fila on «agnatic tape 
or floppy disc. If <first free fila> • -1, tha daviee uill 
ba released. 

FFItE.MTI.O 
Sat the first free file on magnetic tape 1 to 0. i.e. to 
beginning of tape. 

FrilE.FL.-l 
Release floppy disc. 

WRITE.<file id> [,<spectrua no>J 

Hxite spectrum data onto file. If <spectrum no> is oititted 
the "current spectrum" is taken as source spectrum. 
WRITE,MT2,3 
Write spectrum 3 onto first free file on magnetic tape 2. 

WRITE,FL 
Urite "current spectrum" onto first free file on floppy 
disc. 

WRITE,*(RT)SPECD»TA-1,2 
Urite spectrum 2 onto the directory file <RTJSPECDATA-1. 
The default file type,is :SYNB. 

READ,<file id>,<file no> [,<spectrum no> I 

Read spectrum data fron file to destination spectrum 
<spectrum no> or "current spectrum". The parameter 
<file no> is irrelevant for directory files. 

Hote! 
This command may redefine the length and precision of the 
destination spectrum. This uill happen if the parameters 
are less than those specified in the file header. 
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R E A D . T L . 1 7 
Read file 17 on floppy di»o to "current ipectzua". 

READ,HT1,2.1 
Read file 2 on aagnatie tape 1 to ipectzua 4. 
READ,*(RT)SPECDATA-1.,1 
Read data fzoa directory file to spectrua 1. 
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6. 10 P l o t C m i u i d l 

PLOT,<spectrum no>,<oh1>,<eh2>,<seale factor>,<chi per ca> 

Plot spectrua on CALCOMP plotter. The full scale of the 
plotted spectrua is <scale factor>. The nuabez of channels 
per cm is given by the paraaetez <ohs per em>> the maxiaum 
value is 40 (the plotter step is 0.25 am). 

The plotting is done by a ST prograa uhich is started froa 
ALICE. It is possible to "queue" one plot» i.e. another 
PLOT command can be given whilst the previous one is being 
processed. Hote however that no error aessage will be 
given if a non-processed plot is being overwritten. 

PLOT,1,0,1023,5000,20 
Plot spectrun 1 froa channel 0 to 1023 uith scale factor 
5000 and 20 channels per en. 

TFLOT,<spectrua no>,<oh1>,<ch2> [,<full scale> I 

Plot spectrua on terminal as a histogram. If <ch2> - <ch1> 
is more than 64 channels, the routine uill plot every <n> 
channels, uhere n - 2, 3, U,.... If the parameter 
<full scale> is omitted, the routine uill calculate the 
linear scaling from the the maximum value found in • the 
plotted channels. If <full scale> is negative, a 
logarithaic sealing over 3 decades uill be used. 

TPLOT,1,100,163 : linear full scale calc. from data 
TPLOT,1,100,163,5000 : linear full scale - 5000 
TPLOT,1,100,163,-3 • log scale 10**0 to 10**3 
TPLOT,1,100,163,-5 i log scale 10**2 to 10**5 
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6.11 isa n i » 

By default output fro» ALICE ii printed on tha terminal. 
Optionally some of th« terminal output can alio be written 
onto • logfile if a more permanent storage of tha 
information is required. 

Tha czitazia used for logfile output ara somewhat 
fortuitous, but in general only data and results produced 
by co»»ands are copied. Typical examples are output fro» 
INTEGRATE. LIST and CAL- commands. Keithar command strings 
nor syntax error massages are copied. (This limitation is 
partly imposed by the scarcity of dise fila space). 
The logfile has been created uith a fixed maximum length. 
The message LOG FILE ERROR signals that the file is full, 
and must be rewound by means of the LO G T R E W I N D command. 

LOG-REWIND 

Rewind logfile. As the logfile is opened in "Append" mode, 
this reuind command must be used if previous information 
is to be deleted. LOG-REWIND can not be executed on an 
opened file. 

LOG-ON 

Open logfile. Data copied to the logfile uill be added to 
the current content of the file. The name of the logfile 
is printed out. 

LOG-OFF 

Close logfile. The logfile is also closed by the commands 
PAUSE and ZZZZ. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE A L I C E PROGRAM FILES 

The program and data files arc stored under the user 
(ALICE). As the program is executed as a RT program uhich 
logically "belongs" to the user (RT). the user (RT) has 
been declared as a "friend" of (ALICE) to allou writing 
onto the files during program execution. For a deeper 
understanding of these concepts the SINTRAH III Users 
Guide should be consulted» cf. Ref. 3. 
A short description of the most important files is given 
belou. 

File • (ALICE)ALICE:HOD 
Main program 

File : (ALICE)SETUP'NOD 
Initialization program executed in overlay. 
Defines command names and descriptions, global 
variables and parameters! and initializes the 
hardware. 

Files : (ALICE>ARITH:NOD 
(ALICE)BFIT'HOD 
(ALICE)CALFXT:NOD 

File resident command routines. The filenames have 
been chosen to resemble the corresponding command 
uord. 

Files : (ALICE)SPECT-I=HOD 
<ALICE)SPECT-2!H0D 
<ALICE)SPECT-3iH0D 
( ALICE )SPSCT-<* ' HOD 
Data area files; i.e. each file contains the 
spectrum data array + information array + energy 
calibration coefficients for one of the defined 
data areas. 

Files : CRTJRTNUNOD 
(RT)DATA-RTNISHOD 
The file (RT)RTNI contains the NODAL program code 
for the ARITHMETIC operation RT program. The 
program is executed as a file-driven RT-NODAL. The 
parameters are transferred via (RT)DATA-RTNI. 
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Files t (RT)RTN2>H0D 
<RT)DATA-RTH2>N0D 
The file (RDRTH2 contains the file-driven 
BI-HODAL program for the Calcomp plotter. Data and 
plot parameters are transferred via (RT)DATA-XTN2. 

File < (ALICE)PFILE:NOD 
If ALICE is terminated by the PAUSE command all 
variables are written onto this file. When ALICE 
is restarted the variables will be reloaded. Hote 
that it is the value of the variable PAUSE, uhich 
determines whether ALICE has been terminated by 
the ZZZZ or PAUSE command. 

File : C ALICE )MFILE: HOD 
Default file for MODE command programs. 

File : <ALICE)CFILE'NOD 
Contains the command description printed out by 
the HELP command. 

File : (ALICE)LOG'SYMB 
Log file used by the LOG command. 

File • (ALICE)CLEARUP:KOD 
Program to be executed after an ALICE abort. It 
releases all resources and resets the hardware. 
Furthermore it contains a section uhich can be 
executed for definition of hardware addresses. 
These addresses are written onto the file 
CALICE)ADC-DEF=NOD. 

File : <ALICEJADC-DEF:NOD 
Contains hardware addresses. 
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APPENDIX I 
PROGRAM STRUCTURE OF A L I C E 

ALICE is organized as workspace resident aain program plus 
a set of file resident command routines. Furthermore spae* 
is allocated for execution of user defined file resident 
command routines. The file resident command routines are 
KODAL program units uhich use the group numbers listed 
belou. 

Main program 
KODAL group numbers 1 - 79 plus 95 - 99 
Command processor 
Global support routines 
Display routines 
Resident command routines 

B File resident command routines 
Loaded into KODAL group numbers 80 - 89 

C User defined file resident command routines 
Loaded into NODAL group numbers 90 - 91 

Use of KODAL global task variables ARGM) - ARGM6) 
ARGC1) Symbolic command parameter Al 
ARG(2) Symbolic command parameter A2 
ARGC3) Symbolic command parameter A3 
ARGC6) Scratch variable 
ARG(7) Scratch variable 
ARG(B) ODEV (device no) for terminal 
ARG(IO) Number of parameters in a command 
ARGM1) Value of parameter 1 (if any) 
ARG(12) Value of parameter 2 (if any) 
ARGH3) Value of parameter 3 (if any) 
ARG(II) Value of parameter M (if any) 
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ARGM5) Value of pazaaatez 5 (if any) 
AKG(16) Value of parameter 6 (if any) 

The definition of command nana strings and global 
variables aze dona in the initialisation pzogxaa SETUP 
which is executed in ovezlay during the start-up of ALICE. 
This program also assigns symbolic names to some of the 
gzoups of the main program. This technique makes the 
program substantially more readable» and is also very 
useful if the group number has to changed. 

The initialisation program also loads the hardware 
addresses from file and initialises the data acquisition 
hazduaze. This address file is generated* by the CLEARUP 
program, cf. Appendix A. For further details see the 
program listings. 

In ALICE» all commands aze executed as subzoutines by 
means of the DO statement of HODAL. If ezzozs aze detected 
during the parameter check or execution of the subprogram, 
return to the main pzogzam must be done with the global 
error flag EF set to 1 (one). 

The command processor decodes a command string and stores 
the parameters values in the global task vaziables ARG and 
the local string azray S.ARG. 

ARG(IO) = number of parameters, minimum 0. maximum 6 

If ARG(IO) > 0, 
ARGM1) to ARGC11 + ARGC 10)-1 > will contain the evaluated 
parameter values, and 
S.ARG(I) t o S.ARG( 1+ARGMO-1) w i l l c o n t a i n the same 
parameters in string representation. 
If a parameter can not be evaluated as a valid numerical 
expression the corresponding ARG will be set to -9999. 

The global task variables Z.'.GM) to ARG(3) contain the 
current value of the symbolic command parameters Al. A2 
and A3. 
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The implementation of a neu command requires > 

i) definition of command name» command execution string. 
and command decriptions in the SETUP program. 

ii) Command subroutine, either included in the main 
program or file resident. 

Example 
The command SMOOTH.<spectrum>,<poly> is to be implemented 
as a Jile resident command. The code is stored on the file 
(ALICE)SMOOTH1NOD. As a file resident command routine it 
may use the line numbers 80-89. and it is called from the 
command interpreter by DO 80. 

i) Include command definitions in SETUP program (cf. 
SETUP program listing for further details). 

22.60 *SET CM.S(ARSIZECCM.S)+1)="SM0OTH" 
22.61 *SET CM.X(ARSIZE(CM.X)+1)="lOAD (ALICE)SM00TH;DO 80" 
22.62 «SET CM.DCARSIZE(CM.D)+1>="Smooth spectrum" 
22.62 *SET CM.DCARSIZE(CM.D)+1)«"SMOOTH,<spectrum>,<poly>" 

ii) Excerpts of command routine 
80.01 V. SMOOTH 
80.10 ... check parameters, GOTO 80.20 if OK 
80.15 TYPE "error message"; SET EF=1; RETURN 
80.20 ... execute 
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XPPEHOIX C 
A L I C E PROGRAM VARIABLES 

The aost iapoztant pzogzaa vaziables aze listed belou. 
Typical sezatch vaziables aze not shown, neither aza 
teapozazy vaziables uhich aze ezased aftez use. 

The type abbzeviations have the following aeaning 

F = HODAL floating vaziable 
DIM - floating array 
DIM-I s integer array 
S - stzing vaziable 
DIH-S = string azzay 

Type Descziption 

CI.C DIM-I Command processor contzol 
CI.CM) = processor mode, 

1/2 •• command/NOSAL aode 
CI.CC2) = MODE printout control» 1 : pzint 
CI.CC3) = Break contzol, 1 ' break 
CI.CCU = Log file no if > 0 

CU F Command execution contzol 
1 in tezminal command execution 
2 in MODE command execution 

CC Din-I NODAL gzoup line numbezs 
C C M ) = gzoup for terminal command execution 
CCC2) = group for MODE command execution 

CL F Line numbez of cuzzent command stzing, 
used for execution of command programs, 
CL=1 for terminal command execution. 

CP DIM-I character pointer in current command stzing 
CP(1) = for terminal command 
CP(2) « for MODE command 

LC DIM-I Command loop contzol CLBEG...LEND) 
LC(1,-) : used for tezminal command loop 
LC(2,-> '• used foz MODE command loop 
LC(-pl) * 0/1 foz outside/inside loop 
LC(-,2) = loop countez 
LC(-,3) s line nuabez for start of loop 
LC(-rl) * char, pointez foz start of loop 
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CS s 
CS. 1 s 

CS. 2 s 
CS. 11 Bin-s 

CM.S DIH-S 

CM. X DIM-S 

CM.D DIM-S 

s.con r 
CA Din-s 

C.TYPE F Command type, 
-1 : syntax error detected 
0 ' end of current command string 
1 : normal command 
2 > NODAL command 

Contains command string read from terminal 

Contains current command line string» 
one line may contain several commands 

Contains current command» substring of CS.1 

Command program array. 
Each element contains one line of commands 

Command name array 

NODAL commands for execution of CM.S 

Command description» 2 lines for each command 

Sub-command type 

Name of symbolic command parameters 
C A M ) = "A." 
CA(2)="A2" 
CA(3)="A3" 

S. ARG DII1-S Contains the parameter.*? of current 
command in string representation 

EF F Error flag returned by command routines 
0 command OK 
1 i error» abort command interpretation 

PAUSE. F Termination parameter written onto 
the file (ALICE>PFILE. 
PAUSE.=0; stopped by ZZZZ 
PAUSE.=1; stopped by PAUSE 

DC DZli-I Data area information 
D C M ) = total number of defined spectra 
DC(2) = spectrum in uorking area 
DCC3) = spectrum to be fetched 
DCCO = maximum spectrum size in words 
DC(5) = spectrum backurite control 
DCC6) - current spectrum 

DI.C DIH-I Spectrum information, workspace resident» 
Contains information for all spectra. 
DI.C(I,1) = precision for spectrum I 
DI.CCI.2) = no of last channel 
DI.C(I,3) - first channel on display 
DI.0(1,1) = last channel on display 
DI.C(I,S) - <scale factor>/2S 
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DI.Cd,6) > lou narker channel 
DI.C(I,7) • high marker channel 
DI.C(I,«) * 0/6 for channel/energy display 
DI.CCI.9) = energy of channel DI.C(I,3) 
DI.C(I,10)= energy of channel DI.0(1,4) 

DIM-I Spectrua array, file resident 
DIM-I DAM,X) : single precision 
DIM-I DA(2,X) : double precision 

DIM-I Spectrum information, file resident 
D I M ) = precision (I or 2) 
DIC2) = no of last channel 
DI(3) = first channel on display 
D K 4) - last channel on display 
D K 5 ) = <scale factor>/2S 
D K 6) - lou marker channel 
D K 7 ) = high marker channel 
S K O = 0/6 for channel/energy display 
D K 9 ) = energy of channel D K 3 ) 
DI(10)= energy of channel DK 1*) 

DIM Energy calibration coefficients (keV units), 
file resident 
DE(l) = constant term 
DE(2) = linear term 
DE(3) = quadratic term 

The variables DA, DI and SE together 
constitute the spectrum data area. 
At any time the data field contained 
in the NODAL working area corresponds 
to the spectrum defined by DC(2). 
(Kot DC(6))! 

S Kame of experiment 

F Kumber of defined calibration points 

DIM Array for calibration point channel numbers 

DIM Array for calibration point energies 

F Background fit status 
0 : undefined 
1 : outer limits defined 
2 • background fitted 

DXH-I Background outer limit channels 

Dill Background coefficients, 
B C M ) » constant tern 
BC(2) = linear term 

DIH-S SIHTRAH file names for 
magnetic tape and floppy disc. 
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F N . S t U * MAG-TAPE-0 
F N . S ( 2 ) • FLOPPY-1 
FH.SC3) » MAG-TAPE-1 

FN.A DIM-S ALICE <file id> names for 
magnetic tape and floppy disc. 
FN.A(1) = MT1 
FN.AC2) » FL 
FN.AI3) = MT2 

UK DIM-I SINTRAN logical file numbers for 
magnetic tape and floppy disc. 
UN(1) = 32 
UNC2) = 512 
UNC3) = 33 

UP DIM-I File xead/urite control 
UPM.-J : for magnetic tape 1 
UPC2,-) : for floppy disc 
UP(3,-) : for magnetic tape 2 
UPC-,1) • 0/1 for device released/reserved 
UP(-,2) = first free file 
UP(-.3) = current file 

DICO. F Device number for connected DICO controller, 
DICO. = 0 if display disconnected 

D.M F Display mode control. 
D.M = 1: generate display 
D.M = 0: erase display 

DN F Number of spectra on display 

DS DXT1-I Displayed spectrum numbers. 
DSC1) = first spectrum 
DS(2) = second spectrum 

YM F Spectrum layout parameter 

AX Din Array for displayed subset of "current spectrum" 
maximum 512 elements 

SX F Index step value in spectrum array DA 
for mapping of DA into AX 

C F CAMAC crate number 
NA DIM-I CAMAC module station numbers 

NAL.A DIM-I CAMAC module control uords, 
format QXNNNNNAAAAOLLLL 
ex * expected EX response 
NNNNN = station 
AAAA = default subaddress, usually 0 
LLLL = graded LAM -1 
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SEG.H r 
D.FI1 s 
M.FIL s 
L.rn s 
c.riL 5 
PS s 

ADC.S F ADC system no 

AC Dirt-r Data acquisition control, for spectrum I : 

ACCI) = 0 J no data acquisition 
AC(I) = <ADC no> data acquisition from ADC 

ADC data segment no 

Default name for display id 

Hame of default MODE file 

Kame of LOG file 

Hame of command description file 

String for output to terminal and log file 

The following variables designates NODAL 
group numbers for general subroutines. 

BREAK. F Test for Break character, CI.C(3)=1 if Break 

PNT. F Print string PS on terminal and log file 

.CSPEC. F Fetch spectrum to workspace, 
entered with DCC3) = fetch spectrum no 

USPEC. F Copy current DI array to DI.C 
and set backwrite control DC(5)'=1. 
Must be called if spectrum information is changed 

USPEC. F Force write-back of workspace spectrum to file, 
normally called from CSPEC. 

CHPAR. F Decode spectrum command parameters of type 
LIST |,<spectrum no> [ ,<chn1>,<chn2> ] I 
OK return with EF = 0, and 
ARG(ll) = spectrum number 
ARGM2) = first channel 
ARGM3) = last channel 
Error return with EF = 1 

ERR.P F Prints PARAMETER ERROR, sets EF*=1 

DISPL. F Spectrum display subroutine. 
Sets up display from the value of DK 
and the content of the array DS 
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APPENDIX D 

N O D A L DATA ACQUISITION FUNCTIONS 

A summary of the NODAL data acquisition functions used in 
the ALICE program system is given belou. These functions 
serve as interfaces betueen a user program and the data 
acquisition package uhich has been added to the 
SINTRAN III operating system. 

The parameters of the functions relate to the SINTRAN III 
monitor calls of the data acquisition package. These 
monitor calls are described in Appendix E. 
The data acquisition package can support several 
independent ADC systems. Furthermore the ADC data segment, 
uhich is locked in memory as a common data acqusition 
area, must satisfy the conditions imposed by the pack-ge. 

ADCSEG - enter/clear ADC data segment in PT 3 
CALL ADC5EG(<ADC system no>i<segment no>,<flag>) 

<ADC system no> ' cf. data acqusition package 
<segment no> ' SINTRAN III segment no 
<flag> : 1/0 for enter/clear segment 

Uses MON 170 
NODAL type 11 subroutine 

ADCINI - initialise CAMAC ADC interface 
CALL ADCINI(<ADC no>,<crate no>,<NAL>,<par2>) 

<ADC no> : cf. data acqusition package 
<NJL> : NAL for CAMAC ADC interface 

NAL(0-3) = GL-1 (0-17) 
NALC5-8) = subaddress modifier 
NALC9-13) = station 
NAL(IU) = X-error 

<par2> : eXNAF for register if CDMA used 
0 (zero) if CAMAC ADC-interface 

Uses MON 17 1 
NODAL type 11 subroutine 

ADCRES - reserve data area in ADC data segment 
SET Z-ADCRES(<ADC no>.<no of pages>) 

1 page = 1024 uords 
- 1024 channels single precision 
• 512 channels double precision 

Return value « logical start address of reserved data area 
Uses MON 17 1 
NODAL type 10 function 
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ADCREL - release reserved data area 
SET Z"ADCREL(<ADC no>) 
Return value > no of pages released 
Uses HON 17 1 
NODAL type 10 function 

ADCSTA - start data acquisition from ADC to reserved area 
SET Z=ADCSTA(<ADC no>,<precision>) 

<precision> = 1/2 fox single/double 
Return value : ADC status uord 
Uses MOH 171 
NODAL type 10 function 

ADCSTO - stop data acquisition fron ADC' 
SET Z=ADCST0(<ADC no>) 
Retuxn value ' ADC status uord 

bit 0 = 1 
bit 1 = 1 
bit 1 = 1 

Uses MOH 17 1 
NODAL type 10 function 

double precision 
ovexflou in single pxecision channel(s 
harduaxe exxox 

ADCMOV - move data betueen ADC data area and NODAL axxay 
CALL ADCHOV(<ADC no>,<N0DAL array>,<flag>) 

<N0DAL array> 
<flag> 

name of NODAL single/double pxec. axxay 
0 = move from ADC axea to axxay 
1 = move fxom axxay to ADC area 

Uses (ION 172 
NODAL type 11 subroutine 

Illegal parametex values ox uxong calling sequence (fox 
instance calling ADCRES before ADCSEG) uill cause a NODAL 
exxox xeturn. 
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APPENDIX Z 
THE SIHTRAK Til DATA ACQUISITION PACKAGE 

The SINTKAN III data acquisition package contains drivers 
and aonitor calls for single and multiparameter data 
acqusition. The basic operation nodus is double buffering. 
e.g. data from an ADC is routed to one buffer uhilst the 
other one is being read out to the ADC data area. Only 
those parts of the package which relate to single 
parameter data acquisition uill be covered here. 

Data flou Softuare 

I 1 
I ADC I 
I * 1 

I 
I 

z x j 
I CAMAC interface DMA I «ON 171 - ADCINI 
I x 1 

I 
r * 1 ADC driver, PIO 
I I HON 17 1 - ADCSTA - ADCSTC 

I ac T x x 
I Buff 1 I Buff 2 I 
! x 1 * 1 

I I Buffer readout task, 
I * 1 started by ADC driver. 

I direct task level 9, PTO 
X x 1 
I I 
I Data area I MON 170 - ADCSEG 
I (image spectrum) I MON 171 - ADCRES - ADCREI 
I in ADC I 
I data segment 1 
I PT3 I 
I I 
X x 1 

I 
I MON 172 - ADCMOV 
I ! x 1 

I I ' 
I NODAL I ALICE program 
I spectrum array I 
I in uorkspace I 
I I 
I PT1 I 
I I 
I 1 
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The structure of the data acquisition package is shown 
schematically above. The indicated operations are all 
controlled fro* the ALICE program level by means of the 
NODAL functions described in Appendix D. 

The standard usage by SINTRAN III of the four hardware 
page tables (PT) of NORD-10.S is as follows (each page 
table is 64 pages > 64 K) : 

PTO i SINTRAN III resident part + system segments 
PT1 = ST programs 
PT2 : Background user area 
PT3 = Reserved for special applications 
The ADC data segment is mapped into PT3, and it can 
therefore be made as big as 64 K. The segment is accessed 
from the buffer readout task and the monitor calls by 
means of the alternative page table (APT) instructions of 
HORD-10.S. 

The following monitor calls are implemented as socalled 
user monitor calls, cf. Ref. 3. Return from the monitor 
calls is skip return if OK» error return is no-skip uith 
an error number in A-reg. 

MON 170 - enter/clear ADC data segment on PT3 
Data segment attributes ' 
1) PT3, Ring 0, read'urite permitted 
2) FXX'ed in memory 
3) Address space as defined by acquisition package 

Called T = ADC system no 
A - segment no + flag 

A(0-7) = segment no 
A(15) = 1/0 for enter/clear 
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Called 

Mod* 0 

Mode 1 

Mode 2 

Mode 3 

Mode 1 

ADC interface control 
T • ADC no + nod* 

T(0-7) » UDC no 
T(S-15)> mod. (0-1) 

Define CAMAC addressee and initialise 
A * HAL for ADC interface or CDMA 

CXKHNNNAAAAOLLLL 
D » crate no 
X " 0 if CAMAC ADC interface 
X = EXMAF for interface reg. if CDMA 
The use of CAMAC ADC interface is default. 
For ADCs connected via register-CDMA 
a flag-bit must be set in the status uord of 
the data field* cf. program listing. 
Release data area 
Return A = no of pages released 
Reserve data area 
A = no of pages 
Return A = logical start address of data area 
Stop data acqusition 
Return A = ADC status uord 
Start data acquisition 
A = 1/2 for single/double precision 
Return A = ADC status uord 

MON 172 - move betueen ADC data area and program array 
Data segment must have been entered by MON 170 
and ADC data area reserved by MON 171. 

Called T = ADC no + move flag 
1(0-7) = ADC no 
1(15) = 0 •• move from ADC area to prog, array 

= 1 : move from prog, array to ADC area 
A = start address in program area 
X = uord length 

Return A - number of uords moved 
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COHKAKD IMDEX 

ARGCHAHGE 21 
ARGSET 21 
ARITHMETIC 26 

BFIT 31 
BLIMITS 31 

CALCHAKHEL 29 
CALCOEFF 29 
CALEKERGX 29 
CALFIT 28 
CALIKPUT 28 
CALPRIKT 29 
CHANNELS 22 

DEFINE 21 
DISPLAY 22 
DS-OFF 2t 
DS-ON 2t 
DSCHS 23 
DSKEV 2 3 

ENTER 19 

EXPNAHE 21 

FFILE 33 

HELP 17 
INTEGRATE 25 

LBEG 18 
LEND 18 
LIST 25 
LOG-OFF 36 
LOG-ON 36 
LOG-REWIND 36 

MHIGH 23 
MLOW 23 
MODE 19 
MBED 18 

NODOF ; 18 
KODON 18 

PAUSE 20 
PLOT . 35 

READ 33 
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SCALE 23 
START 27 
STATUS 17 
STOP 27 

TPIOT 35 

WRITE 33 

ZERO 25 
ZZZZ 20 


